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About This Game

Ripped Pants at Work is a frantic stealth game about searching for new pants. Players control an ordinary office worker on
their first day of work. After an unfortunate incident involving a pencil on the floor and pants that were way too tight, the player

must venture out of the office and into the city on a hunt for new pants.

Explore a small, open city filled with different pairs of pants! Players can challenge themselves to find the most pants in the
shortest amount of time. Some pants are easy to find. Some are a bit trickier!
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This happens to everybody! Ripping your pants is one of those things that everyone can sympathize with, but it's still so
embarrassing. Every time you play, you'll control a new, randomly generated character!

If you find pants successfully, you'll continue as the same person. If you get caught with no pants, you'll be fired and play as the
next person hired for the job!
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Sneak through a small, open-world, city, full of unique locations and people.

Break line of sight, hide behind people and in bushes, and run across streets and through buildings with a unique brand
of stealth.

Play the game as a different, randomly generated character every time. If you get caught pantsless by too many people,
you'll get fired for indecency. The cycle continues with the next person to get hired for your job.

Best your personal record and see how many pairs of pants you can get in the shortest amount of time!
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This game doen't have great graphics or presentation, but is worth it for its price and it can run on a potato.. Very nice little
game, easy to play. Almost everything in it: mining, exploration, ship design, trading ...
Have a future.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/a5uh5qJNV_o
. WATCH OUT BEFORE BUYING !!!

You may not be able to launch this game AT ALL.
You'll receive the message "Resident Evil 5 has stopped working"
And then you will crash to desktop!

This title also caries lingering Games for Windows Life (GFWL) attachments (stupid!).

I bought this game some while ago and have never been able to play it. There needs to be a clear guide on how to launch this
title on Steam. The forum is vague and ultimately ineffective with 10 different people coming up with 10 different "solutions".
Support from the devs is nowhere to be found.

I had to keep the stupid "Resident Evil 5 has stopped working" box open for 5 minutes
to write this stupid review. Booo!

You may try your luck, but BE WARNED.. Play it for few minutes and I love the simplicity. It relaxing but I need to really
know how the game works. Since I'm not reallly good play as a God.

100% will be a God again.. Installs uplay on your pc without telling you, locks all of the content worth playing behind
microtransactions or extremely slow progression.. I am a fan of calm, low-key games, so it was not surprising I enjoyed this.

It's very beautiful, for one thing, and very calm for another--low-stress, relaxing.
I like the small insights into characters and surroundings that are worked throughout the game and its setting.
I really really enjoy the way Leaving Lyndow incorporates its worldbuilding, mostly through not talking about it at all. The sky
is beautiful and alien, and fascinating, and the world as a whole feels like such an odd mix of cozy, familiar, and entirely
unfamiliar in its people, its skies, even some of its plants.
I'd love to play a longer game of any kind in this setting. I'm so curious about the world and the people living in it, their culture,
about the view of the sky, the atmosphere, the unseen fauna, the flora.
But I think Leaving Lyndow works very well just standing on its own, as a pre-adventure adventure, talking to people,
wandering, pondering.
Recommended if you like "walking sims," and calm, thoughtful, exploratory games. Not sure how it might appeal to someone
who normally doesn't like those kinds of games though.
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Awsome game! Get a little dipere in it and it'll get so much better.. Not as good as the first one (The 7th Guest), but I have to
say, for the nostalgia and cheap price, I have this in my library...

For those who grew up with it, it is probably an easy purchase, but for those new to the series, maybe not.

Like backing up an old friend on the playground, I am going to vote for this one, but only on the cheap for those who simply
want to experience early FMV Cheese ;)

It was an experience then and is surely an experience now!

Please follow my Pixel Art Curation for other great games.... If you're looking for a game that really packs a punch look no
further than Fish Fillets 2. Reloaded and better than ever this sequel provides action, depth and sinister tartar sauce. Crispy fresh
next level graphics accompanied by unrivaled gameplay; this innovative game will be top of the line for years to come. Don't
waste another minute waiting and purchase your own copy of Fish Fillets 2 right now!. fun to play home with friends to couch.
This is a fun retro-with-love speed runner that might be frustrating for some but well worth playing! The difficulty is fair, like
some of those great early games! You just want to keep on playing.
The art is wonderful, with scrolling backgrounds like in Sonic. The first level gives us places to walk through that give a story
through these nice pictures.
The controls are very responsive! I also enjoyed the music.
It was great seeing the leader board to encourage you to keep trying to discover ways to beat others times just like in the old
ARCADE games!
The only thing is that you may be frustrated. But why is that a bad thing? Just keep playing anyway, just like in the classics! We
are too used to games holding our hand and not letting the player fail even a little bit that people forget the classics of how
games used to be made.
There are infinite lives, so that should cheer you up :)
Go on, support indie games like this! They have more awesome in store!. really love this game! it's very cute, i like the sounds as
well as the gameplay and the design. also, it's not that hard to play, so the frustation level is very low. :D have played it 2 times
actually and also the dlc "on a roll 2d" (which was a bit too simple, but still a nice gimmick).. Meh, even for free this game was
terrible...
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